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PEARS Monthly General Meeting
to be held at the Italian Club, in Lorraine at 20H00

on Tuesday the 19th January.

See you there!!!!!!
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Dear fellow Radio Amateurs and PEARS members, 

Well we are once again faced with a new year filled
with promise and new challenges. This year sees
PEARS host the SARL AGM the weekend of the 24th

of April. Please diaries this date now already and be
part of something bigger than PEARS, bigger than
yourself. Get to know hams from all over the country
and show them the hospitality PE has become
famous for. This I implore you to do, get involved. As
small as your contribution is PEARS needs you. Ask
me what you can do to help, that is all we ask.

The Basic timeline for the AGM will follow the lines
of the following.

Friday evening a Welcoming Spitbraai at the Italian
Sporting club. • Saturday morning 2010 SARL AGM
at the NMMU. • Followed by Lunch at the NMMU. •
Saturday Afternoon: DX University at the NMMU. •

Trip to Kragga Kamma Game Farm. Trip to High Tech Automotive in Greenbushes (Makers of the
AC Cobra Motor Icon) You Will have to chose which one you would like to attend as all 3 will run concurrently.
Saturday Evening will see the formal SARL Awards dinner at the Italian Club.

Sunday morning will see a farewell Breakfast at an undisclosed venue at this stage.

Please watch the press for details of the above and booking options. I urge you to diaries this weekend and help
PEARS and myself make a success of this event.

Then the list of candidates for the May RAE is growing and I urge you to let me have the names of those
interested ASAP. It will help me organize a venue big enough to host all the hopefuls. The fast 2 years have
seen large classes and my home cannot handle such large numbers of people. Classes start in March. Let me
know soon.

In closing I would like to wish each and everyone a healthy, prosperous year filled with all the sunspots you
can handle.

73

Donovan ZS2DL Chairman PEARS
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Hamnet / ECARES News

We are now launched into the new year, probably with high

expectations, but what does it hold for us? Well, the greatest

impact on the country will no doubt be the soccer. As is usually

the case, there are the positive and negative aspects. How this

affects the man in the street remains to be seen. Also, how it

will affect us Hamnet/ECARES members also remains to be

seen. Then there are all the ongoing problems facing the

country, and the world. This will no doubt have some effect on

us too. We will need to just press on regardless, (or is it

rewardless?)

So here is wishing you all the best for the new year.

73

Al, ZS2U

Director

PEARS HF QSO PARTY
It’s with pleasure that PEARS announces the results of the PEARS HF QSO PARTY held on
the 6th of December 2009. Congratulations to the winners and many thanks to all those who
took part.

ZS Category:

Winner: ZS4JAN Jan Botha

Runner-up:  ZS2AL Andre le Roux

ZR Category:

Winner:  ZR4LP/6 Johan Visagie

Runner-up:  ZR6BVS Piet Delport

DX Category:

Winner:  3DA0TM Andy Cory

ZU Category:

No entries received.

More detailed results will be made available on the PEARS website.

Best regards,

Eric ZS2ECH
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MY RADIO MEMOIRS – Part 4
By Mike Bosch ZS2FM

mcbosch@telkomsa.net

Cell 084 612 9600

PROPAGATION INDICATORS: BEACON, FM & TV SIGNALS

By now I have added a Yeasu FT-101ZD to my radio equipment with which
I mostly worked some 10 metre DX, and also monitored the DX beacons
from 28,200 to 28,300 MHz.

In the meantime Sel ZS6AXO continued skeds on 50 MHz, but on Sundays
he would run his keyer all day. “Van” ZS6LW of Germiston also started to
run skeds with me on 144,326 MHz from 6 a.m. in the morning, but all we
could hear were occasional meteor pings. But the real surprise came on
Sunday morning 22nd August 1982 around 10:40 a.m., while Barry Fennell
ZS2DT and I were chatting, we heard a loud CW signal emanating from my
shack. It was ZS6AXO with a signal strength of S7 that increased up to S9
during the next half hour. We only discovered afterwards that this was a
Sporadic-E opening and the first one that we have ever witnessed. 

I also kept a close eye on the Rhodesian TV video carriers on 48,250 MHz
Kabwe (Broken Hill) and 48,260 MHz Gweru (Gwelo) and could often
receive meteor bursts from them and later also Sporadic-E. The sound
channels were on 53,750 MHz and 53,760 MHz respectively but out of
tuning range of my equipment.

I wanted to monitor the East London FM stations on my Pioneer Hi Fi radio
in the lounge on a regular basis to check propagation conditions, hence a
four element 3 metre vertically polarized Yagi was erected in the roof. The
best station to monitor was the English programme on the edge of the FM
band i.e. 109,9 MHz which was in the clear. When conditions were poor
then the signal was very weak with deep QSB; but would improve as
weather conditions changed and often reached a peak just before the
arrival of a cold front. I recorded the FM signal strengths daily on the S-
meter of the Pioneer receiver over a period of time and under all weather
conditions. Then I enlisted Barry ZS2DT, who borrowed a Wavetek Model
3001 RF signal generator and a Hewlett Packard VHF attenuator model
355D from his salt mine, to measure the microvolts at the input of the
receiver with respect to the different propagation conditions. We injected a
signal into the receiver to produce the same S-meter reading and then
measured the microvolts required at the antenna terminals of the receiver
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to produce this effect. Under marginal conditions the receiver input would
vary between 1 – 5 microvolts, enhanced Tropo conditions produced 10 -20
microvolts and super Tropo ducting type openings would saturate the set
when the input was in excess of 50 microvolts.

Another interesting observation was made between the two Algoa Radio
FM stations at Greenbushes and Suurberg. Under normal conditions both
stations would produce almost the same maximum reading of 5 on the S-
meter; but under certain weather conditions the Suurberg FM signal would
drop to about a third in signal strength with very deep QSB. This happened
when the inversion layer is formed below the top of the mountain, and the
signal is refracted up into the sky over this line-of-sight distance to Port
Elizabeth. 

FROM VHF TO VLF

During my very early years in East London, I built a Very Low Frequency
(VLF) receiver that could tune down to about 20 kHz.  The VLF coil was
close wound with enamel wire on an 40 Watt fluorescent tube, and the
antenna stretched across the roof of a local cinema. I was most amazed
when the harmonics of the cinema sound system could be tuned in on the
receiver.  It was clear that the long speaker lines from the projection room
to the screen speakers radiated the sound as electromagnetic waves.
Unfortunately I could not hear anything else, probably due to the losses in
my VLF tuned circuit. This experiment died there and then.

Many years later I came across a circuit for a crystal-controlled down
converter from 28 MHz to LF and VLF with a tuning range of 150 kHz down
to about 10 kHz. VLF ranges from 3 kHz to 30 kHz, and LF (Low
Frequency) covers 30 kHz to 300 kHz.  I constructed a LF/VLF converter
and it turned out to be more successful than my earlier attempt. The Decca
navigational master and slave signals came through well on frequencies
above 112 kHz; other very strange signals also appeared lower down. The
VLF band features maritime and radiolocation signals such as WWVL,
GBR and Omega etc. But my main objective was to pick up GBR from
Rugby UK on a frequency of 16 kHz; this station could be received on CW
by ships throughout the world at any time of the day or night. Alas I did not
succeed; maybe my antenna was too inefficient. One day I will give it
another try if GBR is still on the air.

THE C-42 ERA

Both Lionel ZS2DD and I belonged to the Port Elizabeth branch of the

SARL; unfortunately our branch was not very interested in VHF, and

especially not 6 metres. However, the opposition Algoa branch was well

equipped with ex-military type C-42 FM transceivers supplied by Ken Victor

ZS2OC to Hamnet members. They were operating a local net on 52,600

MHz using vertical antennas, and also transmitted Sunday night news

bulletins via their repeater on 145,775 MHz that was sponsored by Ken

ZS2OC.

I knew Viv Moore ZS2VM from our 2 metre contacts, and he always tried to

twist my arm to come on to 6metre FM, but I was not particularly interested
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in FM at the time. One Sunday morning Viv ZS2VM, Wolf Gerstle ZS2WG

and Heugh Robb ZR2RB rolled up at my place and dumped a C-42 on my

stoep with the instructions: “Use it!” When I opened up this ugly looking

piece of equipment, it amazed me to see such a well designed and robust

constructed “Rolls Royce” type transceiver. My first FM contact was with

Viv in September 1982, and thereafter I became well acquainted with Al

ZS2U, their chairman, and the rest of the FM gang: John ZR2BC, Johan

ZR2EC (ZS2HH), Waldy ZR2EL, Hannes ZS2BE, Stoffel ZS2C, Bill

ZS2EK, Jack ZS2KU, Ken ZS2OC, Graeme ZS2OD and Ron ZS2RU.

One day when I requested Viv to announce some VHF news on his

bulletin, he said he would call me in instead to give my own news. This

happened a few times again and then developed into full blown VHF

bulletins on Sunday nights, which were also copied country-wide on 80

metres. Reports were received f rom

as far afield as Hal Lund ZS6WB in Pretoria. My VHF bulletins continued

for many years until the two local branches amalgamated in March 1989.

By now my interest in the C-42 has increased considerably, and I realized

that this boot-proof 15 Watts transceiver is capable of longer distances than

the 24 km claimed by the manufacturer. As a first step the receiver

sensitivity was improved by adding a pair of ECG-213 FET’s in cascade

ahead of the RF stage, and then connected a horizontally polarized 6

element Yagi to it. My first long distance FM contact on 51,000 MHz was

with Gerrie Odendaal ZS2FF in East London, who used a similar C-42 and

4 element Yagi.  Later some of the local guys managed to hook up with

Gerrie ZS2FF, Lincoln ZS2BZ in King William’s Town and Jack ZS2SM in

Grahamstown.

On 5th March 1983 Waldy ZR2EL decided to go on the Cockscombe VHF

DXpedition, equipped with a three Watt PRC-261 and small beam antenna.

He was accompanied by a friend and they climbed the mountain up to the

cave where they operated from and stayed for the night. On the Saturday

afternoon he worked everybody on C-42’s in Port Elizabeth over the

distance of 100km, and again the next morning before returning home.

The interest in C-42’s increased over the years and at least 40 amateurs in

the Eastern Cape were equipped for FM operation. What I did discover was

the fact that FM was not as bad as I once believed; when it starts limiting

then it is actually better than SSB. Hannes Vorster ZS2BE, Graeme

Gathercole ZS2OD, Johan Harmse ZR2EC and I operated daily skeds with

each other on 51,200 MHZ FM, and we often worked the more distant

stations when the band opened up. Later, both Hannes and Graeme each

purchased an 80 Watt Icom IC-551D six metre all mode transceiver, and

could then also operate on SSB. One night my chairman, Dick Schornborn
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ZS2RS, surprised us all by joining our FM net also operating a C-42

transceiver. 

As time passed I improved my C-42 further by making the deviation

switchable from 15 kHz to 10 and 5 kHz to accommodate different FM

receivers, reduced the IF bandwidth, stabilized the power supply, added a

product detector and BFO to copy SSB and CW signals etc. The transmit-

ter could now be operated on both CW and FM. My improvements of the C-

42 were published in two editions of RADIO ZS. The feedback that I

received indicated that at that time there was considerable interest country-

wide in the ex-military C-42 FM transceiver – a good old workhorse.

AURORA TESTS

On rare occasions our local newspapers reported a glow at night in the

southern sky as seen from Port Elizabeth. This was the Aurora Australis,

the southern lights, which is similar to the Aurora Borealis, the northern

lights. The Auroras are caused by the constant stream of electrons emitted

by the Sun, which are deflected in the daytime by the Earth’s magnetic

field. At night some of these electrons are trapped in the long magneto tail

of the Earth, and then stream back to the two magnetic poles to produce

oval curtains of coloured lights that are moving in the sky. Radio amateurs

in Europe and North America have made long distance contacts by

reflecting radio signals off the Aurora Borealis on 50, 70, 144 MHz and

occasionally even as high as 432 MHz..

The newspaper reports inspired me to explore this aurora phenomenon

too, even though we were located on latitude 34 degrees south. I formed a

team of interested amateurs consisting of Rolph ZS5AAK - Durban, Ian

ZS5IE – Pieter Maritz Burg, Gordon ZS2CO – East London, Neville ZS2NR

– King William’s Town, Johan ZR2EC – Port Elizabeth, Graeme ZS2OD –

Port Elizabeth, and Bill ZS1ABD – Cape Town. We decided to run two

hourly skeds from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. and again an hour before and after

midnight when the aurora was visible in the south. The Durban area would

transmit CW for the first fifteen minutes followed by East London area, then

Port Elizabeth and finally Cape Town, all beaming to the magnetic south

pole. 

We selected a test frequency of 50,600 MHz and a couple of amateurs

offered to concurrently run a test on 144,035 MHz too. During the next few

weeks we heard many backscatter meteor pings on 50 MHz during both

sessions, but mainly around midnight, whereas Durban and Cape Town

could only be heard on a few occasions around midnight. We received only

a few rare and weak pings on 144 MHz, so we abandoned the tests on this

band.
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Gordon ZS2CO was equipped with an Icom IC-551D transceiver, and I

could liaison with him on 50 MHz SSB by pointing our beams at each other;

but when we were beaming at the magnetic pole then we could only hear

our meteor scatter signals. Nothing unusual happened until 28th September

1984 at 01:21 a.m. when loud CW signals came through including the

complete call sign of ZS2CO; but this signal was different, it was distorted

and a very rough note. It was the best candidate for an aurora signal that

we ever received, and could have been an aurora enhanced meteor signal.

On 3rd and 20th October 1984 we received two more CW signals around

midnight with rough tones. Our aurora tests ended a week later. I am

grateful to all those amateurs who participated in these tests, especially

Gordon Glasgow ZS2CO of East London for all his time and effort.

(To be continued)
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on your birthdays

January 
20 Barry Murrell ZS2EZ

22 Bill Atteridge ZS6GHJ

24 Anthony Bruyns ZS2BA

26 Carin Hugo, XYL of Mark
ZS2MA

27 Gary Anderson ZS2GA

28 Martin Layton ZS2ML

February
01 Scott Maltby ZR2SAM

02 Paul Galpin ZS2PG

02 Shirley Winter, XYL of Gus
ZS2MC

02 Ginny Pullinger ZS2GIN, XYL of
Pat ZS2PJP

04 Ivan Newman ZS2ILN

06 Mandy La Mude ZR2AM

07 Joan Bowles ZR2ABA, XYL of
Allan ZS2BO

10 Lynne Crothall ZS2MM

11 Dirk Ligthelm ZS2D

12 Peter Lunow ZR2PEL

on your anniversaries

January
22 Andre ZS2BK and Renette van

Deventer

23 Anthony ZS2BA and Natasha
Bruyns ZS2QT

29 Ken ZS2OC and Margaret Victor

30 Martin ZS2ML and Sharon
Layton ZS2SL

February
01 Nico ZS4N and Lizette Oelofse

05 Jacques ZS2BZ and Anita
Human

11 John ZS6EF and Lynn Williscroft

15 Chris ZS2AAW and Vanessa
Scarr ZS2VS

CONGRATULATIONS

12 Rosemary Mac Geoghegan
ZR2MCR, XYL of Rob ZS2ROB

18 Wessie Wessels ZSL490

18 Peter Flynn ZS2PF

FROM THE EDITOR
The new year came with a vengeance, and so from the QSX
Editorial we wish you a Blessed New Year, and trust that
whatever you plan for this year will come to fruition. PEARS
contest comes up soon and even if you do not plan to
participate, at least come up and give points to those Hams
who are. Good luck to all those participating.

Once again I appeal to all for contributions to QSX. It will not
be long before I will have a shortage of material, so dig into
your archives and get out those articles that have been there
for years and that many will benefit from now.

73, Ashley ZS2AG
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Sunday Bulletins
PEARS bulletins are transmitted on

Sundays immediately after the SARL

English transmission, i.e. at about

08:45 on 7098 kHz as well as the 2

metre linked network that provides

from Butterworth to George and up to

the Free State and their environs.

PEARS 7098 or 3640 kHz transceive

facilities are also remotely linked as

needed. In addition, the SARL's 40m

operations on 7082 or 7066 kHz or

Hamnet's 7070 kHz can be remotely

patched to the 2m network in receive

only mode or with full transceive ca-

pability for interactive events.

Bulletin Roster

24th Jan Eric ZS2ECH

31st Jan Bill ZS2ABZ

7th Feb Glen ZS2GV

14th Feb Basie ZR2BA

21st Feb Donovan ZS2DL

Local Repeaters:

Town VHF 145,050/650 Town UHF 431,050/438,650 Uitenhage 145,075/675 Tygerhoek 145.000/600

These repeaters form a separate sub-net in the PE - Uitenhage - Despatch area

Cape Linked System Repeaters:

Lady's Slipper 145,100/700 Grahamstown 145.150/750 Cradock 145,050/650 Noupoort 431,150/438,750

Colesberg 431,075/438,675 Kareedouw 145.725/125 Plett 145.775/175 Brenton 145.675/075    

These form the PEARS long-range 2-metre repeater system, in conjunction with the Border, Southern Cape and

WCRWG systems

Packet Network:

ZS0NTP-2 Packet Node - Lady's Slipper 10.151 LSB 300bd APRS 144.625 1200bd 438.275 1200bd (FWD)

438.875 9600bd 434.800 1200bd APRS - Cape Linked System

ZS0NTP BBS - Lady's Slipper On all node frequencies

ZS0GHT-2 Packet Node - Grahamstown 144.675 1200bd 438.275 1200bd 434.875 9600bd

ZS0CDK-2 Digi - Cradock 144.675 1200bd

ZS2ABZ-4 WMR918 WX Station 144.625 1200bd

Beacons:

2M Beacon (ZS2VHF CW ID, FSK) Horizontally polarised 25W ERP 144.415

6M Beacon (ZS2SIX CW ID, FSK) Horizontally polarised 25W ERP 50.005

Banking details (for subs & donations): Nedbank Savings, No:221 252 7594, Code: 121217. Call Sign as Ref.

See the PEARS web site at www.zs2pe.co.za for further details and network diagrams.

PEARS' VHF/UHF, Packet & Other Services

Advertise your swops in this

space. Contact Ashley ZS2AG

by email

ashleygoosen@yahoo.com
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Your Societies Committee for 2010
Chairman Donovan van Loggerenberg

ZS2DL
082-8524885 zs2dl@hamradio.co.za

Vice Chairman/Technical Chris Scarr ZS2AAW 041-3681344 zssaaw@pears.ham-radio-op.net

Secretary Barry Jackson ZS2H 041-3603052 zs2h@pears.ham-radio-op.net

Treasurer Clive Fife ZS2RT 041-3673203 cfife@absamail.co.za

Club Social Activities Glen Cummings ZS2GV 082-4112743 glen_vaness@telkomsa.net

Marketing & PR. Basie Du Plessis ZR2BA basiedp@gmail.com

Meeting Catering/Elmering Bill Hodges ZS2ABZ 041-5812580 hodges@absamail.co.za

Contests and Awards
Manager, Convener of VHF
Contest Committee

Eric Hosten ZS2ECH eric.hosten@nmmu.ac.za

Website, Manager Barry Murrell ZS2EZ 041-5813561 webmaster@zs2pe.co.za

Co-opted sub-committees

RAE Examination Admin. Donovan ZS2DL 082-8524885 zs2dl@hamradio.co.za

Class A (ZR) Training Paul Galpin ZS2PG 041-3721779 galpinp@absamail.co.za

Class B (ZU) Training Donovan ZS2DL 082-8524885 za2dl@hamradio.co.za

Assessors Rory ZS2BL,
Chris ZS2AAW,
Donovan ZS2DL,
Bill ZS2ABZ,

041-3681344
082-8524885

rory@commco.co.za
zs2aaw@pears.ham-radio-op.net
zs2dl@hamradio.co.za
hodges@absamail.co.za

Contest Committee Al Akers ZS2U,
Eric Hosten ZS2ECH,
Mike Bosch ZS2FM

041-3602983
041-3681505

contest@pears.ham-radio-op.net

QSX Editor Ashley Goosen ZS2AG 082-3726696 ashleygoosen@yahoo.com

QSX Distribution Mitch Rundle ZS2DK 083-7153375 mrundle@axxess.co.za

Front Cover Picture - The Horse Memorial

The Horse Memorial erected and unveiled during 1905 in Port
Elizabeth commemorates the horses that suffered and died during
the Anglo-boer War (1899-1902). It consists of life-sized bronze
figures of a horse about to quench its thirst from a bucket held by a
kneeling soldier and stands on the corner of Russell Road and Rink
Street.
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